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1. Introduction
Optical (Photo) lithography has played a significant role in almost every aspects of modern
micro-fabrication technology in the recent years. It has initiated transistor revolution in
electronics and optical component developments in photonics. Advances in this field have
allowed scientists to improve the resolution of the conventional photolithographic
techniques, which is restricted by the diffraction limit [Okazaki, 1991]. To overcome this
problem and to reduce the critical dimension, several solutions were introduced. New
research suggests that we may be able to develop new low cost photolithographic technique
beyond the diffraction limit. The minimum critical dimension (half-pitch resolution)
achievable by photolithography (Optical projection lithography) is given by
CDhalf − pitch = k1λ / NA , where λ is the incident source wavelength, NA is the numerical
aperture of projection optics of the system and k1 is a constant value as a indication of the
effectiveness of the wavefront engineering techniques. To reduce the half-pitch resolution,
critical dimension equation demands either to decrease the wavelength of illumination light
source or to increase the numerical aperture of projection system. Or in short, fabrication of
sub-100nm features generally imposes the requirement of shorter wavelength laser sources.
In this context, the critical challenges that hinder the resolution enhancement approaches are
(i) lack of availability of suitable ultra-short wavelength lasers, and (ii) the unavailability of
suitable optics and materials such as photoresist for use at suitable wavelengths.
Recently, techniques like extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) [Gwyn et al., 1998] and Xray lithography [Silverman, 1998] have been proposed for nanofabrication overcoming the
diffraction limit. Here, the illumination wavelength is reduced to the extreme UV (smaller
wavelength) to get smaller features. Another reported technique is the immersion
lithography in which numerical aperture of the imaging system is increased by inserting
high index fluids (prism or liquid) between last optical component and wafer surface [Wu,
et al., 2007]. But this technique is either limited by air absorption or availability of high
index fluids. Approaches such as electron-beam lithography can also be used to overcome
diffraction limit, but these are serial process and cannot be used for high throughput [Chen
et al., 2005]. Imprint lithography is another option to improve the resolution beyond the
diffraction limit [McAlpine et al., 2003]. Nanometer scale features are possible by stamping a
Source: Lithography, Book edited by: Michael Wang,
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template on a thin polymer film and it can also generate sub-50nm features by integrating
laser beam with AFM, NSOM and transparent particles. The main disadvantages of this
technique are: (i) the leveling of the imprint template and the substrate during the printing
process, which determine the uniformity of the imprint results, and (ii) slow process speed,
which limits their applications in industry. The laser interference lithography (LIL) can be
used to fabricate high speed and large area period nanostructures [Prodan et al. 2004]. The
basic principle is the interference of coherent light from a laser source to form a horizontal
standing wave pattern in the far field, which can be recorded on the photoresist.
Recently near-field lithography techniques have been proposed to overcome the diffraction
limit for nanofabrication. One of the emerging areas of research is the scanning probe
lithography in which the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) or Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) can be used to pattern nanometer scale features, by the introduction of
laser beam in to a gap between an AFM or STM tip and substrate surface with tip scanning
over the surface [Jersch, 1997]. But they have stringent limitations with respect to certain
materials and effectiveness applies only for certain ambient conditions. Evanescent wave
lithography (EWL) is one of the near field interference lithography technique to achieve
nano-scale feature at low cost [Blaikie & McNab, 2001; Chua et al., 2007]. It can create a
shorter wavelength intensity pattern in the near field of diffraction grating or prism when
two resonantly enhanced, evanescently decaying wave superimposed. It provides good
resolution, but is limited by low contrast and short exposure depth. These problems can be
subdued to a great extent by surface plasmon resonance phenomena due to their
characteristics of enhanced transmission in the near field [Ebbesen et al., 1999].
Plasmonic lithography is an emerging area of near field photolithography techniques by
which nano resolution features can be fabricated beyond the diffraction limit at low cost
[Srituravanich et al., 2004]. Surface plasmon polaritons are electromagnetic waves that
propagate along the surface of a metal [Raether, 1988]. Surface plasmon resonances in
metallic films are of interest for a variety of applications due to the large enhancement of the
evanescent field at the metal/dielectric interface. Hence plasmonic lithography has achieved
much progress in the last decade, because it provides us a novel method of nanofabrication
beyond the diffraction limit. It can provide high resolution, high density, and strong
transmission optical lithography, which can be used to fabricate periodic structures for
potential applications such as biosensing, photonic crystals, and high density patterned
magnetic storage. Many research groups have already demonstrated that sub-100nm
resolution nano structures can be fabricated using plasmonic lithography techniques.
The surface plasmon interference nanoscale lithography based on Kretschmann-Raether
attenuated total reflection (ATR) geometry has been proposed numerically [Guo et al. 2006;
Lim et al. 2008]. Moreover, a near field interference pattern can be formed by using metallic
mask configuration that can generate surface plasmon for periodic structure fabrication
[Shao & Chen, 2005; Luo & Ishihara, 2004; Liu, 2009]. In all the above mentioned works,
surface plasmon can make a certain pattern on the photoresist layer when the incident ppolarized light passes through a prism or thin metallic mask. However, most of these
reported techniques demands the fabrication of fine period mask grating and found to be
not cost effective. The recent thrust in this challenging area focuses on exploring novel
concepts and configurations to meet the sub-30nm nodes forecasted for the next decade and
beyond.
In this chapter, the focus will be on a new plasmonic lithography concept for high resolution
nanolithography based on the excitation of gap modes in a metal particle-surface system.
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The principle, the excitation of gap modes in a metal particle-surface system and excitation
of surface plasmon polaritons mediated by gap modes are illustrated and analyzed
numerically from a lithography point of view. In Sect.2, the characteristics of gap modes are
discussed on the basis of electromagnetic theory of a metal particle placed near to a metal
surface. The concept of gap modes excited plasmonic lithography configuration has been
presented in Sect.3 after giving a brief overview on conventional plasmonic lithographic
configurations. A detailed analysis on the variation of electric field distribution with various
parameters is numerically illustrated in Sect.4. To compute the positional development rates
of photoresist domain in response to the normalized intensity profile, a modified cellular
automata model is employed. In sect.5, the theoretical analysis of proposed models,
followed by resist profile cross section obtained through this proposed concept is discussed.
The chapter concludes in Sect.6 with a discussion on the future direction of the proposed
concept and related research challenges.

2. Gap modes in metal particle-surface system
At the nanoscale, mainly electric oscillations at optical frequency contribute the optical
fields, but the magnetic field component doses not contribute significantly due to weak field
component. The existences of localized optical modes on dimensions much smaller than the
optical wavelength are responsible for such fields to concentrate and support the
nanostructured materials [Stockman, 2008]. These energy concentrating modes are called
surface plasmons (SPs) and it is well known that a system should contain both negative and
positive dielectric permittivities to support surface plasmons. The shape of the metal
nanoparticle and metal surface thickness is an important factor for the surface plasmon
resonance. A thin metal surface is associated with surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes,
which are coupled modes of photons and plasmons [Reather, 1988]. Since the SPP modes are
nonradiative electromagnetic modes, to excite them the incoming beam has to match its
momentum to that of the plasmons. It is possible by passing the incident photons through a
bulk dielectric layer to increase the wavevector component and achieve the resonance at the
given wavelength. But a fine metal particle is associated with localized surface plasmon
(LSP) modes, which are collective oscillations of the conduction electrons in a metal
nanoparticle [Kreibig & Vollmer, 1995]. The LSP modes can be excited directly by incident
photons since they are radiative electromagnetic modes.
What happens when a system consisting of a fine metal particle placed near to a metal
surface? An electromagnetic interaction between LSP modes associated with metal
nanoparticle and SPP modes associated with metal surface is possible. This interaction plays
an important role to enhance the light emission from metal-insulator-metal tunnel junction,
mediated by metal nanoparticles [McCathy & Lambe, 1978; Adams & Hansma, 1979]. Due to
this electromagnetic interaction there exist new types of localized electromagnetic normal
modes, called gap modes in the space between the nanoparticles and the surface [Rendell et
al. 1978; Rendell and Scalapino, 1981]. Figure 1 represents an isolated metal sphere (Al) of
dielectric function ε (ω ) embedded in surrounding medium (SiO2) of dielectric function ε m ,
is placed close to a metal surface (Ag). The retardation effects of electromagnetic fields can
be neglected when the radius (R) of the sphere is small and resonant frequencies
corresponding to the excitation of LSP are expressed by ε (ω ) = −ε m (l + 1) / l , where
l = 1, 2,.... is an integer [Boardman, 1982]. If the sphere is much smaller than the wavelength
of the incident light, the dipole mode with l = 1 is mainly excited.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the metal particle-surface system: Al nanosphere of radius R is
placed at a distance D from the Ag surface.
Theoretically, this concept can be explained by approximating the LSP modes as a dipole
and considering its interaction with image dipole induced inside the metal surface. This
dipole-dipole interaction may greatly modify the LSP mode and hence the resonance
frequency and field distribution. In other way, new electromagnetic modes are expected to
appear by change in symmetry of the system. It means the spherical symmetry of the
isolated sphere translate to cylindrical symmetry for a sphere-surface system. These modes
also correspond to polarization modes parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry axis
[Hayashi, 2001]. When the particle-surface distance is sufficiently small (D/R<1), this
system can support a series of gap modes and the electric field becomes more and more
localized at the gap between the particle and the surface. When the gap mode is excited, the
intensity of the electric field is enhanced relative to that of the excitation field and these
modes are believed to play an important role in the light emission process. It is reported that
the maximum enhancement factor is larger than that achieved with an isolated particle (LSP
excitation) or a surface alone (SPP excitation) system [Hayashi, 2001].
The metal particle-surface system supposed to find variety of potential applications in near
field optics, although the roles played by the gap modes have not yet been fully explored.
One of the promising applications in scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in which the
tunneling current are excited by gap modes [Johansson et al., 1990]. In STM, SPP modes in a
metallic surface are excited by ATR method. To obtain images with high lateral resolution,
the intensity of the reflected and scattered light can be enhanced by placing a sharpened
metallic tip very close to a surface. Theoretical treatments of this problem is already
reported, in which tip is often modulated by a sphere [Madrazo et al., 1996]. The direct
evidence of the existence of gap modes is experimentally demonstrated by Hayashi’s group
[Hayashi, 2001]. They performed a systematic absorption measurement on Ag island
particles placed above an Al surface and realized strong localization and strong
enhancement of electromagnetic field under the conditions of resonant excitation of gap
modes.

3. Plasmonic lithography configurations
The two well known methods proposed to excite surface plasmons on a thin film and
subsequent realization of plasmonic lithography are based on configurations using prism
coupling (Kretschmann) and grating coupling (Metal grating mask).
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3.1 Kretschmann configuration
Kretschmann (Prism based) configuration is a well known method used to excite surface
plasmon polariton, performed with the evanescent field generated by ATR principle and
thereby enabling SP interference. Figure 2 represents the SP interference lithography
technique using Kretschmann configuration, in which the upper layer is a high refractive
index isosceles triangle prism. The coated thin metal layer is at the bottom surface of the
prism, which is in contact with the photoresist layer on a substrate.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of Kretschmann configuration
3.2 Metal grating mask based configuration

Fig. 3. Metal grating mask based configuration
Metal mask grating based configuration is a commonly used technique for plasmonic
lithography. As distinct from a Kretschmann scheme, the mask grating based scheme is
much more compact. In this configuration, the period of the grating can be several times
greater than the period of the expected interference pattern and interference of various
diffraction orders generate the SP interference pattern on the photoresist layer. The optical
near field of metallic mask can produce fine features with subwavelength scale resolution.
The schematic of plasmonic lithography configuration using metal mask is shown in Fig.3.
It consists of metal mask, which can be fabricated on a thin quartz glass by electron-beam
lithography and lift off process. And mask is brought into intimate contact with a
photoresist coated on a silica substrate. Light is incident normally from the top and light
tunnels through the mask via SPP and reradiates in to the photoresist.
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3.3 Gap modes excited configuration
Schematic diagram in Fig. 4 represents the plasmonic lithography configuration based on
the excitation of gap modes in metal particle-surface system. It consists of a high refractive
index thin dielectric layer kept below the incident prism medium, which is in contact with
periodic Al metal nanospheres. Period of Al nanosphere array is taken as 24 nm. These Al
nanospheres are embedded in a lower refractive index surrounding medium (SiO2). A thin
Ag metal film is coated at distance D from the Al nanospheres in the surrounding medium
and in contact with photoresist layer on a silica substrate. The diameter of Al nanospheres is
taken as 20nm and thickness of Ag film is 10 nm.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of gap modes excited plasmonic lithography configuration
(Adapted from Ref. [V. M. Murukeshan and K. V. Sreekanth, Opt. Lett. 34, 845-847 (2009)])
The basic idea of the technique is that the excited gap modes above the metal surface can
greatly enhance the surface plasmons on the metal surface and superposition of two excited
SP modes generates the interference patterns on the photoresist layer. By applying the
appropriate boundary condition at the metal surface/photoresist interface, the dispersion
relation for surface plasmon polariton is described as [Raether, 1988],
kSP = kx =

ω
c

ε mε d
εm + εd

(1)

where ω the excitation frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ε m is the complex
dielectric constants of wavelength dependent metal and ε d is the dielectric constants of
photoresist layer. The wavevector of surface plasmon wave becomes significantly larger
than that of the incident light wavevector, when the real parts of ε m approaches - ε d . At this
condition, the wavelength of the excited SPs get normally shorter compared to the
wavelength of illumination light. Furthermore the modes responsible for the field
distribution could be weakly coupled gap modes of single particle-film systems.

4. Electric field distribution
The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is used to predict the light intensity
distribution on the photoresist layer. The simulation region is terminated with perfectly
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matched layer (PML) boundary condition on the boundaries perpendicular to the
propagation direction of the light and Bloch boundary condition on the other boundaries.
The refractive index of the upper prism, dielectric layer and photoresist layer are 1.745
(NLK8 glass), 1.939 (NLAF31A glass) and 1.53 (AZ9200 from AZ Electronic Material)
respectively. The dielectric layer thickness is assumed to be 90nm. The wavelength of ppolarized light is taken as 427 nm (as shown in Fig. 5) and incident resonant angle is 56° at
this wavelength. The complex dielectric constants of aluminium and silver at this
wavelength are -26.728+5.8i and -5.082+0.7232i respectively [Palik, 1985].

Fig. 5. Variation of normalized intensity with incident wavelength.
The normalized intensities measured along metal surface/photoresist interface as a function
of incident wavelengths is shown in Fig. 5, where incident angle is assumed to be 56°. It is
evident from the figure that intensity distribution is possible for a band of wavelength and
maximum intensity is obtained when incident resonant wavelength is 427 nm. It is also
evident that there is a large intensity variation when incident wavelength varies from 413
nm to 442 nm. It could be due to large gap modes excitation at that wavelength range and
peak at 427 nm. When two p-polarized 427 nm illumination light beam incident at the
dielectric layer/nanosphere interface, the field intensity distribution developed on the
photoresist surface is shown in Fig.6. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) respectively shows the field
distribution of Ex and Ez components, when particle-surface distance D=0 nm. And Figures
6(c) and 6(d) respectively represents that of conventional prism based configuration (shown
in Fig.2) in which high refractive index prism with an Ag metal film coated onto the bottom
side and in contact with photoresist layer on a silica substrate. Here the thickness of the Ag
film is taken as 20 nm and remaining parameters are same as the proposed configuration. It
should be noted that Ag film thickness of 10 nm for proposed configuration and 20 nm for
the prism layer configurations are the required respective Ag film thickness for obtaining
maximum intensity.
2

2

Figure 7 represents the normalized intensity variation, ( E / E0 ) where E0 2 is the incident
intensity) with decay direction. Here Z-axis is considered as the decay direction. The
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 6. Electric field distribution of the interference pattern generated by the field
components on the photoresist layer (a) Ex (b) Ez of proposed configuration and (c) Ex, (d) Ez
of prism based configuration. (Adapted from Ref. [V. M. Murukeshan and K. V. Sreekanth
Opt. Lett. 34, 845-847 (2009)])
exposure fields Ez and Ex represents the longitudinal and transverse components
respectively. The Ez component is much stronger than the Ex component and these
components have π / 2 phase difference in both configurations. The electric field
distribution show that interference patterns with approximate periodicity of 120 nm is
formed at the interface for both configurations. From the Fig. 6 and Fig.7, it is evident that
the proposed configuration gives high electric field distribution compared to conventional
prism based configuration. The intensity transmission calculated at metal surface/
photoresist interface is 4% for conventional prism based configuration compared to that of
the proposed configuration. Therefore the maximum enhancement factor is much larger for
this configuration compared to that achieved with conventional prism based configuration.
From the Fig. 7, it is clear that the exposure depth above 350 nm is achieved for the
proposed scheme, but prism based configuration gives around 250 nm. The fringe visibility
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or contrast can be expressed as V = ( I max − I min ) /( I max − I min ) , where I max = Ez2 and I min = Ex2 .
The intensity contrast calculated is around 0.90 for both configurations within the exposure
depth of 200 nm, which is sufficiently high for the realization of interference patterns and
much higher than the exposure threshold of common negative optical resists.

Fig. 7. Normalized intensity variation with decay direction. (Adapted from Ref. [V. M.
Murukeshan and K. V. Sreekanth, Opt. Lett. 34, 845-847 (2009)])

Fig. 8. Normalized intensity variation as a function of metal particle-surface distance (D).
(Adapted from Ref. [V. M. Murukeshan and K. V. Sreekanth, Opt. Lett. 34, 845-847 (2009)])
The metal particle-surface distance (D) is an important factor for the gap mode excitation.
Therefore the variations of normalized intensities with D need to be analyzed. Figure 8
shows the variation of normalized intensities of Ex and Ez component calculated along metal
surface/photoresist interface as a function of metal particle-surface distance D. The distance
D is varied from 0 to 30 nm and interference patterns are observed in all cases. From the
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figure it is clear that when D=0 nm, maximum intensity is obtained and both intensity
component decreases when distance increases. It is also evident from the figure that there is
a large intensity variation when D varies from 0 to 5 nm. That is when D decreases; the field
becomes more and more localized at the gap between the particle and the surface. The
localization and excitation of electromagnetic normal modes are caused by resonant
excitation of electromagnetic normal modes of the particle-surface system. It correlates well
with theory.

5. Resist dissolution process
A modified cellular automata (CA) scheme for simulating resist dissolution during the
development process is employed to compute the positional development rates of the
photoresist domain in response to the normalized intensity profile ( value of 1 mW/cm2 for
the unit normalized intensity value is adopted).
5.1 Theoretical model
Various forms of CA numerical techniques have been reported for simulating the
photoresist development process in both the 2D and 3D spatial domain, showing good
agreement between the simulated and experimental results [Karafyllidis, et al 2000;
Scheckler, et al 1993]. During the development process, the developing reagent dissolves the
exposed photoresist in an isotropic manner. In addition to the proven level of accuracy, the
CA technique is straightforward in implementation as it allows the user to employ regular
and uniform spatial and temporal discretization in modeling the physical system.
A modified three dimensional CA algorithm that follows closely, to the one proposed by
Karafyllidis [Karafyllidis, 1999] is employed here. The exposed photoresist domain is
divided into identical cubic CA cells, each with edge length a. Unlike previous works, the
algorithm implemented here considers all the neighboring cells in the computation subdomain when solving for the local state of the concerned cell. The local state of each CA cell
is defined as the ratio of its etched volume to its total volume and the respective
computation sub-domain is illustrated in Fig. 9. Based on Fig. 9, the amount of each cubic
cell set at the position (i, j, k), dissolved at time instant t by its local state, C it, j , k this is
defined as,
C it, j , k = hdiss a

(2)

where hdiss is the height dissolved in the development process. Based on the definition, the
initial value for C it, j , k is assigned zero and when the computed value for which exceeds one,
a value of one would be assigned. We further introduce the differential cell state terms, dCadj,
dCedg and dCvtx. These represent the change of the central cell state(cell for which the state to
be solved) due to the flow of the developer from adjacent, edge and vertex cells positions at
the new time instance, after one time step of dt from the time instance t0.
An adjacent neighboring cell shares one face with the central cell, an edge neighboring cell
shares an edge with the central cell and a vertex neighboring cell shares a corner vertex
with the central cell. As such, the central cell state at the new time instance is defined here
as,
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Fig. 9. The neighbourhood of the (i, j, k) cell. (Adapted from Ref. [Murukeshan et al, Opt.
Eng. 47, 129001 (2008)])
dt
dt
dt
C it,oj+, kdt = C it,oj , k + dC adj
+ dC edg
+ dC vtx

(3)

Assuming that the dissolution rate of the central cell to be Ri,j,k, terms would be defined as
follow,

dC

dt
adj

( (C
=

to
i + 1, j , k

)

)

+ C it−o 1, j , k + C it,oj + 1, k + C it,oj − 1, k + Bit,oj , k + 1 + Bit,oj , k − 1 Ri , j , k dt
a

((

(4)

)

dt
dC edg
= γ edg C it+o 1, j + 1, k + C it−o 1, j + 1, k + C it+o 1, j − 1, k + C it+o 1, j − 1, k …

+Bit+o 1, j , k + 1 + Bit−o 1, j , k + 1 + Bit,oj + 1, k + 1 + Bit,oj − 1, k + 1 …
to
i + 1, j , k − 1

+B

+B

to
i − 1, j , k − 1

+B

to
i , j + 1, k − 1

+B

to
i , j − 1, k − 1

)

(5)

2 Ri2, j , kto dt
a2

(

dt
= γ vtx Bit+o 1, j + 1, k + 1 + Bit−o 1, j + 1, k + 1 + Bit+o 1, j − 1, k + 1 + Bit+o 1, j − 1, k + 1 …
dC vtx
to
i + 1, j + 1, k − 1

+B

+B

to
i − 1, j + 1, k − 1

+B

to
i + 1, j − 1, k − 1

+B

to
i + 1, j − 1, k − 1

)

3 3 3 2
Ri , j , k to dt
8a3

(6)

where BIto, J , K is defined as,
⎧1
BIto, J , K = ⎨
⎩0

C Ito, J , K = 1
otherwise

(7)

where I may represents i - 1, i, or i+1 and likewise for J and K. As shown in Eq. (4) to Eq. (6),
the binary switch function is implemented at those cell positions with K = k - 1 or K = k + 1.
The hypothesis for the choice of implementation is that the central cell would not be
exposed to developer from the higher or lower cell positions until the resist elements
occupying those positions are completely dissolved. The time step, dt is defined as, a/4Rmax
where Rmax refers to largest elemental development rate value in the simulation domain. In
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this work, the terms γedg and γvtx are parameters used to model the indirect flow of developer
from the edge cell positions and from the vertex cell positions. The best values for γedg and
γvtx would be shown and discussed in the later section.
5.2 Homogenous development rate test
The modified 3D CA model is evaluated using a homogeneous etch-rate distribution
function [Karafyllidis, 1999] to determine the values of γedg and γvtx in Eq (5) and Eq (6) and
their effectiveness to describe the effects from the edge and vertex cells. The cells are
assigned the same development rate value. At the beginning of the simulation, all the cell
states are assigned value of zero except for the one at the centre of the top surface. For the
CA model proposed here, the optimum γedg and γvtx values would be searched so that the
generated profile has the closest conformity to that of a hemispherical crater. For this
purpose, we adopt a statistical approach that is explained with the aid of Fig. 10.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Computed and fitted profiles for (a) a cross section and (b) the top of the generated
hemispherical crater in the homogeneous development rate test. (Adapted from Ref.
[Murukeshan et al, Opt. Eng. 47, 129001 (2008)])
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Each computed boundary point p is quantified by its distance from the origin given by
rp = ( x p2 + y p2 + zp2 )1/2 . The fitted profile is generated by assuming a semicircle for the crosssection profile and a circle for the top profile, as shown in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively.
N

The radius of r is given by r = ∑ rp N , where N refers to the number of computed profile
p =1

by the standard deviation σ of the computed rp values from the r value of the fitted perfect
hemisphere. A smaller σ value would infer that the computed profile has a higher
conformity to a spherical profile. A range of values for γedg and γvtx are investigated to
identify the combination that generate the smallest σ value. The values for γedg and γvtx are
varied from 0.1 to 1.0 with coarse step size of 0.1 and with the same total number of time
steps. The corresponding results are given in Fig. 11.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. Contour distribution of standard deviation with respect to coupled variation γedg and
γvtx, (a) coarse (b) fine variations of γedg and γvtx values. (Adapted from Ref. [Murukeshan et
al, Opt. Eng. 47, 129001 (2008)])
After identifying the possible combinations of γedg and γvtx values, the analysis is repeated,
using a smaller range of values and a smaller step size of 0.001. The results in Fig. 11(b)
suggest that the best γedg and γvtx values are 0 and 0.04, respectively, yielding a standard
deviation value of 4.29 nm. The CA modal is simplified by employing the obtained γedg and
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γvtx values shown in Eqs. (5) & (6). The results for the homogeneous development rate,
shown in Fig. 12, are obtained with the optimum γedg and γvtx values.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. (a) Three dimensional perspective of the crater generated by the CA model. (b)
Computed profile on the x-y plane at z=0 (c) Computed profile on the x-z plane through
y=0. (Adapted from Ref. [Murukeshan et al, Opt. Eng. 47, 129001 (2008)])
The generated crater shows a reasonably good hemispherical profile. This result suggests
that the proposed CA modal is reasonably accurate in simulating the isotropic nature of the
resist-etching mechanism during the resist development process. Besides CA, another
widely used numerical scheme for simulating resist development is the fast marching level
set method formulated by Sethian and Adalsteinsson [Sethian & Adalsteinsson, 1997]. This
method is efficient in handling a large computation domain and accurate in simulating resist
topologies with complex geometrics, as in the case of lithography simulation for
semiconductor chip fabrication.
5.3 Resist features
The modified CA modal is adopted in order to obtain the resultant resist features, as
discussed in the previous sect. 5.2
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 13. 2D resist profile cross section at exposure times: (a) =50 s, (b) =100 s and (c) =150 s.
(Adapted from Ref. [V. M. Murukeshan and K. V. Sreekanth, Opt. Lett. 34, 845-847 (2009)])
Figures 13 and 14 respectively show 2D and 3D resist cross-section profiles obtained on the
photoresist layer by employing the proposed concepts and configuration at different
exposure times. The zero value along the vertical axis corresponds to the metal/photoresist
interface. The obtained result shows that with increase in exposure time, the line width of
the pattern decreases and exposure depth increases. Fig.13 (c) shows that at 150 s exposure
duration, the obtained line width, periodicity and exposure depth are around 25 nm, 120 nm
and 180nm respectively. Therefore approximate resolution of 25 nm is achievable by this
configuration, which is generally not possible with conventional prism based configuration.
Also, the advantage of this configuration is that it can provide much larger enhanced fields
to give shorter wavelengths of surface plasmons compared to that achieved with an isolated
metal particle or a metal surface alone configuration.

6. Conclusion
A recently proposed novel plasmonic lithographic concept and methodology based on the
excitation of gap modes in a metal particle-surface system is discussed in this chapter. The
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 14. 3D resist profile cross section at exposure times: (a) =100 s, (b) =150 s
proposed approach is compared with conventional configurations and illustrated
numerically that the exposure depth of the pattern achieved with this configuration is much
higher than that achieved with a conventional prism based configuration. The simulation
result also shows that this configuration can provide strong enhanced field to give shorter
wavelengths of surface plasmons to fabricate sub-25 nm size periodic structures. In order to
simulate the resist removal process during the post exposure development stage, a modified
CA algorithm was proposed and explained. The theoretical analysis of CA model and resist
profile cross section obtained through this proposed configuration is also presented. It is
expected that this lithography concept can achieve high resolution, good exposure depth
and good contrast to fabricate one-dimensional periodic nanostructures for various
applications including biosensors, photonic crystals, and waveguides.
It should be noted that though a dielectric sphere/dielectric surface based configuration
contribute gap modes, the degree of localization and enhancement is smaller than that for a
metal sphere-surface system. The experimental evidence of the proposed configuration also
need to be investigated further. In a practical scenario, to fabricate high aspect ratio
nanoscale features, certain requirements must be met. First, the laser output beam should
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have good pointing stability. Second, a high contrast of the interference fringes must be
achieved by keeping the intensity between the incident beams equal, followed by the
appropriate control of their polarization state. Third, the mechanical strength of the
photoresist must be high enough to withstand the capillary force exerted by fluid between
the features. The capillary force is directly proportional to the aspect ratio of the features.
These above mentioned potential research challenges augur well for realizing high
resolution , high aspect ratio feature fabrication in the near future.
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